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Other possible stones to use
Adding your own stones to the WaterFall gives you 
the ability to create unique water. 
Platonic solids    the creative geometries that 
underlie all life; these bring coherence and 
stabilization to water’s structure.  
Aquamarine   connects heart and mind; helps those 
who feel uncomfortable expressing feelings; helps 
physical conditions linked with calcification.
Rose Quartz   reminds us we are loved; good for 
children; balances emotions.
Amethyst   helps release old patterns.
Tourmaline   prepares cells to receive information; 
carries the energy of nourishment; helps release 
negative cellular energy.
Blue Topaz   rapidly structures water; helps restore 
the blueprint for water’s life-sustaining patterns.
Shungite   brings the fullerene matrix to water; 
neutralizes negative energy; carries codes for 
balance and harmony.
Snowflake obsidian   cleansing; adds sacred  
geometries and Earth energy. 
Mahagony obsidian   clears the auric field of 
water and of those drinking the water. 
Apache tears   cleansing, especially grief/trauma.

WaterFall set-up and care
1   Rinse the WaterFall and the quartz stones in 
warm water. The WaterFall can also be energetically 
charged by placing it on a ceramic plate on the Earth 
(preferably underneath a tree or large plant to protect 
from airborne contaminants) for 12 to 24 hours. 
2   Place stones (quartz and others of your choice) 
inside the WaterFall—filling it to within 1/2 inch of the 
top (it does not have to be completely full). 
3   Pour clean water through the WaterFall between 
3 and 10 times depending on the level of desired 
structure/energy.  
4   Drink right away or pour into a holding vessel to 
allow the water to mature several hours or overnight.
5   When not in use, allow the WaterFall to drain in an 
upright position. 
6   Periodically (every 2-4 weeks) cleanse both the 
stones and the WaterFall by soaking in a 1/1 dilution 
of distilled vinegar and water for 5 -10 minutes. If the 
WaterFall acquires a musty smell (often the 
result of contaminated water) place in 
a 250°F oven for an hour, letting 
the WaterFall come up to 
temperature with 
the oven. 

Disclaimer
This information is provided for 
educational purposes. No claims 
regarding the health benefits 
of structured water are made. 
Products offered by Dancing 
with Water are not intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent 
any disease or medical condition.



How the Waterfall works
From a tornado to the spiraling growth of plants, 
the vortex is Nature’s mechanism for increasing 
the quality of energy from a lower to a higher level. 
A vortex is Nature’s finest creative/organizing force. 
During experiments in Germany in 1952, Viktor 
Schauberger and Professor Franz Pöpel investigated 
the nature of spiraling water. Under certain 
circumstances, negative friction was reported.  
Vortices are thought to bring about the same type 
of coherent domain that exists in superfluids—with 
zero resistance to the transmission of energy and 
information. These domains exist in superconductor-
based devices where vortices play a major role.  

Vortices are the result of a self-organizing flow 
where a substance rotates around its own axis with 
a decreasing radius. The speed of rotation increases 
toward the centre of the vortex where a sub-pressure 
forms. Theoretically, the speed at the center of a 
vortex is infinite. The self-organizing nature of vortices 
is a significant factor in the creation of structured/
liquid crystalline water. As water flows, each obstacle 
causes water to curl back on itself—forming a vortex. 
When left alone, water always creates multiple 
interacting vortices; they help to purify and energize 
water; they help maintain water’s perfect temperature 
(4°C); and they bring about coherent structure (see 
Chapter 3 in Dancing with Water). Flow forms create 
multiple vortices.

The WaterFall is made of stoneware (a silicate 
clay). It carries the resonance of the Earth (Schumann 
resonance) and many of her minerals. The Schumann 
resonance  is the frequency of the Earth, providing a 
background resonance that influences many biological 
functions. It is known to synchronize brain waves, 
balance circadian rhythms, improve performance, and 
balance hormones. Within the enveloping influence 

of this frequency, all life on Earth developed. The 
silicate clay in the WaterFall and quartz stones provide 
this resonance and many harmonics, effectively 
“grounding” water.  

Magnetics from paramagnetic sand
Paramagnetic materials are weakly attracted to a 
magnet.  When brought near water, the collective 
force from millions of individual particles (each one 
a tiny magnet) generates a  non-polar magnetic field 
that brings structure to water. Paramagnetic materials 
also ionize many of the minerals in water and spin 
others into their ormus state. The paramagnetic sand 
embedded in the WaterFall comes from volcanic basalt 
and has a strong paramagnetic value (between 8,000 
and 9,000 µCGS).  

Quartz Stones
Quartz has been used for centuries to improve the 
attributes of water. It used today in many filtration 
devices to improve the quality of water. Quartz has 
the same molecular geometry as water. It is capable 
of transferring its structural patterns to water via 
epitaxy. (See page 150 of Dancing with Water–Second 
Edition). Quartz also emits piezoelectric current 
in water—another way of generating water’s basic 
structure. When epitaxy and piezoelectricity supplied 
by quartz combine with vortices and the natural 
magnetic field supplied in the WaterFall, coherence is 
established as water moves. 

the waterfall

A natural approach
Life is a symphony composed and played in the same 
moment—impossible to mechanize no matter how 
sophisticated the technology. While science has been 
able to simulate many of Nature’s processes with 
machines, closer inspection reveals that most of these 
attempts miss the mark. As powerful as our technology 
has become, it has crippled us in many ways, and it 
has disconnected us from the Earth. However, we are 
on the verge of a new way of thinking that will bring us 
back into harmony with Nature and with the Earth. One 
thing that will result is a new form of technology based 
on the natural approach.

Although there are many good technologies for treating 
and revitalizing water (some of them machines), the 
authors of Dancing with Water have found that simple 
is usually better. They believe that even the best of the 
“machines” will eventually be replaced by more natural 
technologies that allow water the freedom to respond 
in the “dance” as an equal partner. The WaterFall was 
designed with this in mind.

Flow forms
When it comes to revitalizing water, flow forms have 
many advantages over modern technologies. They 
emulate Nature as they establish the space for water 
to move freely—creating its own path. Ideally, flow 
forms are made of natural materials that bring in 
the resonances of the Earth while allowing water to 
breathe. In doing so, they provide the means for water 
to stay energized and to retain molecular structure and 
coherence. Flow forms utilize gravity and the way water 
weaves its way from one destination to another.  

When we have thoughts and feelings of gratitude and love, 
water is much more responsive to us and we are more 
responsive to water because we respect the life within it.  


